


We are now in 2021, and it’s no news that high-end scripted content has 
faced Covid-related delays for far longer than their unscripted counterparts. 

Producers of new scripted content – which can typically spend an average of 
11 months in production – have been battling against delays well end up to 
the early months of 2021, but numbers are expected to improve as this 
type of narrative is slowly resuming globally. 

During this downtime, production also forced programmers to air older and 
less popular content to fill gaps, and some have turned to unscripted material 
to pad their schedules. 

Even though this strategy might have worked for a short period of time, 
producers of some of linear TV’s most popular content are now pushing 
to get the show on the road in order to meet consumers’ demand for recent, 
relevant, and local content.

Scripted TV productions can afford no 
downtime
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Why is this format still so relevant?

While unscripted content has been perfect for plugging gaps in the short term, 
there’s still a huge demand for scripted narratives, as streaming platforms 
all around the world have reached a new time high, and are thirsty for new 
content. 

Over-the-top (OTT) platforms are seeing more paid users come online than 
before, and it is not just the big names in the industry that are betting on 
launching their content directly online, but also local producers, broadcasters 
and, telecoms are benefiting from it and getting a bigger bang for the buck 
with their own platforms and content.

Additionally, this type of One-Location Filming Narrative brings great 
flexibility to production houses, as a single studio can be adapted to 
multiple production scenarios, especially with post-production advances in 
virtual sets, CGI, and more.

It’s fair to say that 
the ability to shorten 
the often-lengthy 
production process while 
maintaining output 
quality will be key to 
limiting the onward 
impact of the pandemic.

Programmers that can air the highest volume of new scripted content, 
through commissions or acquisitions, in the next 12 months will win over 
consumers.
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It’s Essential to Reduce Production Time and 
Resources - Here’s how we can help

We understand that in the high-pressure, competitive content production 
market you want your content to stand out. We understand your need for 
reliability, simple workflows, and a good return on your investment.

MOG offers a Complete set of Media Operations to acquire, ingest, monitor, 
transfer and distribute content for Scripted Production Studios, with 
different levels of complexity and scalability needs. Compact and powerful, 
media stations like mDECK, were designed to offer maximum flexibility 
to perform hybrid operations, saving on equipment costs without 
compromising video quality.

A Powerful Broadcast Media Deck 

Besides being able to perform 
multiple operations in a single 
box, mDECK offers a wide set 
of tools specifically designed to 
enable producers to optimize their 
acquisition, monitoring and playout 
needs, with fully customizable 
dashboards, accessed anywhere 
through a web interface.

Digital Asset 
Manager

Perform Hybrid 
Workflows

Local Cache for 
Thousand of Clips

Record and Assist with 
on-the-go Markers
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Here’s a possible scenario using mDECK:

Benefit from intuitive, configurable dashboards with quick 
access through a touchscreen

Acquisition
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Monitoring

• Multi-Camera support;

• On-the-fly Metadata Annotation;

• Take Auto-numbering 
(configurable by user);

• Multi-Camera Frame 
synchronization;

• “Start” and “Stop” Action Locators 

with Action Duration calculator;

• On-the-fly Markers (ex: video, 
audio, text);

• Up to 4 input channels;

• Grouped Asset List;

• External Audio - AES.

Acquisition Dashboard Main Features

• Multi-Camera Playback Frame 
sync

• Last recorded Take Auto-load

• Auto Eject Option

• Easily jump between Locators

• Metadata Update Panel

• Special Rating Metadata field

• Direct interface with mixing 
tables

Grouped Asset List

Up to 4 output channels

Contour ShuttlePRO Integration

Monitoring Dashboard Main Features
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File Transfer

• Grouped Asset Manual Transfer;

• Automatic Jobs – Auto 
Transfer grouped takes;

• Scheduled Automatic Transfers;

• Metadata sync mechanism;

• Checksum MD5;

• Grouped Asset 
Delete (configurable);

• Export Activity Log 
(configurable Scheduled Export).

File Transfer Dashboard Main Features

Find out what 
else you can do 
with mDECK
Check our Product Page! >
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What are your media challenges nowadays?

Share them with us!
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